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Educational research  -  from (post-)/structural dilemmas  

to communicational trilemmas  
 
Abstract  
 
This theoretical paper tries to show, by relating the so-called Sokal-debate and communicational 
theory to educational research, that the opposition between structual and poststructural methods seems 
unfruitful. The either/or as well as the restricted both/and of the two is an unfruitful opposition, that 
can be, if not solved, so perhaps resolved by framing research in relation to communication, not to 
language. Thus moving from a Saussurean understanding of the sign as oppositions between signifiers 
and signifieds to a Bühlerian understanding of signs as communicative, that is, as simultaneous shifts 
of expression, representation and appeal, research can be seen as positively trilemmatic. Such a view is 
hence risky, but perhaps more fruitful, as it admits that research as focusing will leave behind a blind 
spot. Research methodologies should therefore be accompanied a philosophical framework. Such a 
frame will not remove the risk of researching education discursively, but may help different 
approaches to recognise their partial compatability. The approach called discursive positioning is 
outlined briefly, related to a model of communication. The paper ends with questions for discussion. 
 
 
Background 
 
The research is related to a project that on the one hand aims at developing a communicational 

framework for interpreting and problematizing research in teacher education in particular and 
educational research and even education more in general. On the other hand the project studies 
particular subjects in teacher education such as mathematics and mother tongue education within the 

scope of the framework (XXX, 2001, 2002). In this particular paper the focus is on the paradoxical 
relationship between language and communication. For researchers of and within education the 
relationship between the two is crucial and inevitable, since any research has to choose position. This 
choice should therefore be made explicitly rather than implicitly, which unfortunately is mostly the 

case today. To flag this choice explicitly is to position discursively the relationships between the object 
as a 'figure', the (back-)ground as (accordingly) defined context and the platform (tools and 
perspectives) from which one does research. The paper mostly presents and develops ideas, but ends 

with two more open questions: 1. How do we validate which kind of objects we are researching?  2. 
When or if we know, what kind of results, insights, understandings, educational 'wisdom' can 
accordingly be recycled back to the educational system? These questions are related to the 

language/communication paradox presented in the paper. 
 

The Sokal-debate on post-/structuralism 
 

The so-called Sokal debate started out with an article written by the scientist Alan Sokal published in 
Social Text (46/47) in 1996 (http://www.drizzle.com/~jwalsh/sokal/). The text was a hoax, 
nevertheless full of real quotes from highly profiled post-structuralists, and camouflaged as new 



theory, deliberately making a false, madeup transgressing between science and hermeneutics. Once 

published, Sokal immediately revealed his critical project. This caused strong and immediate 
reactions, not the least in leading newpapers around the world. Jean Bricmont and Alan Sokal later 
made a book of the debate called Intellectual impostures, with the subtitle Postmodern philosophers' 

abuse of science (Sokal and Bricmont, 1997). In the 2nd edition of this book writings of Lacan, 
Kristeva, Irigaray, Latour, Baudrillard, Deleuze&Guattari, and Virilio with relevance to science are 
presented critically (Sokal and Bricmont, 1999). The list of people who furnished the two with 

comments and reactions counts names such as Raymond Boudon, Pierre Bourdieu, Noam Chomsky 
and Barbara Epstein.  
 
Sokal and Bricmont's main point is to show how use of post-structural approaches combinded with 

reduced knowledge of science can or will create an unacceptable blend of false understandings. There 
are many aspects of the debate that would be worth discussing even for my (sub-)topic, the 
relationship between structuralist/essentialist and post-structuralist approaches. However I will only 

focus on two points, Latour's writing about Einstein's theory of relativity and Luce Irigaray's 
comments on the nature of mathematics. One of the more empathetic readers of Latour's article, the 
scientist Mermin summerizes what he thinks is Latour's point:  
 
Latour wants to suggest translating the formal properties of Einstein's argument into social science, in 
order to see both what social scientist can learn about 'society' and how they use the term, and what 
hard scientists can learn about their own assumptions. He is trying to explain relativity only insofar as 
he wants to come up with a formal ('semiotic') reading of it that can be transferred to society . He's 
looking for a model for understanding social reality  that will help social scientists deal with their 
debates  -  which have to do with the position and significance of the observer, with the relation 
between 'content' of a social activity and 'context' (to use his terms), and with the kinds of conclusions 
and rules that can be extracted through observation (Mermin, 1997:13/Sokal and Bricmont, 1999:122, 
my italics). 
 
Part of the problem here is the transmission of concepts and research ideologies across fields with 
different objects, goals, ideologies, and means. I have underlined what I find crucial to keep in mind. 

A main challenge is what happens with epistemology when we blur concepts from different 
paradigms. According to Sokal and Bricmont much postmodern discourse flirts with different forms of 
cognitive relativism, especially in academic humanities and social sciences, which they find rooted, 

among other in the influential work of Kuhn and Feyerabend. What they find at stake and at risk is 
epistemology, and a main problem is relativism: 
 
Roughly speaking, we shall use the term 'relativism' to designate any philosophy that claims that the 
truth or falsity of a statement is relative to an individual or to a social group. One may distinguish 
different forms of relativism according to the nature of the statement in question: cognitive or 
epistemic relativism when one is dealing with an assertion of fact (that is, about what exists or is 
claimed to exist); moral or ethical relativism when one is dealing with a value judgement (about what 
is good or bad, desirable or pernicious); and aesthetic  relativism when one is dealing with an artisitic 
judgement (about what is beautiful or ugly, pleasant or unpleasant) (Sokal and Bricmont, 1999:50-51). 



 

In stead of following their critique of Kuhn and Feyerabend I prefer to contrast their concerns with a 
quote from Luce Irigaray where she pinpoints the basic concerns in what she terms 'the mathematical 
sciences', which seem to be not just mathematics: 
 
(...) the mathematical sciences, in the theory of wholes [théorie des ensambles], concern themselves 
with closed and open spaces, with the infinitely big and the infinitely small. They concern themselves 
very little with the question of the partially open, with wholes that are not clearly delineated 
[ensembles flous], of the passage between, of fluctuations occuring between thresholds of specific 
wholes. Even if topology suggests these questions, it emphasizes what closes rather than what resists 
all circularity (Irigaray, 1985:315/Sokal and Bricmont, 1999:110-111; a footnote warns that this 
English translation from French may not be accurate). 
 
To make a very complicated matter oversimplified: Mathematics is not a science, but a language-like 

semiotics that needs closure to function as a scientific discourse. To achieve that it has developed 
different grips, such as unequivocal definitions and premiss-giving, decontextualizing axioms. 
Mathematics will in turn lend its clarity to different sciences. The closing or the fixation will on the 

one hand leave out, in Irigaray's terms, the partially open and the borders between, but on the other 
hand make arguments and proofs democratically open to everyone by the rule of the game. Hence 
mathematics is an unnatural language invented to prevent lies, while socalled natural language in Eco's 

terms can be defined as the very tool by which one in principle can make lies (for instance fiction).  
 
The problem though is the silent agreement on antagonism over the either/or. The closed is seen as 
truth or as a means to achieve truth and thus as the only acceptable by matematicians, while the 

leaving-out of openness (non-closure) by relativists and poststructuralist is seen as the Achilles heel of 
structuralism, at least in fields where text and culture is the researched object. This structural dilemma 
is of course related to Saussure definition of the sign as an opposition between signifier (form) and 

signified (content) and as the basis for language (la langue). Derrida, in his early work, Off 
Grammatology, wanted to get out of this potential circularity by turning to Peirce's dynamic definition 
of the sign (Derrida 1976/1967): 
 
 A sign is something which stands to somebody for something in some respect or capacity. It addresses 
somebody, that is, creates in the mind of that person an equivalent sign, or perhaps a more developed 
sign. The sign which it creates I call the interpretant of the first sign. The sign stands for something, 
its object (Peirce, 1931-1935/Fiske 1982:45).  
 
Grammatology is seen as the science of textuality, but it is claimed that "(...) there is no scientific  
semiotic work that does not serve grammatology (Derrida, 1982/1972:36)". However his 
understanding is still sign-related, and hence partly object-related (even if the object would be 

dynamic and a goal for deconstruction). Hence Derrida does not really leave oppositions, but rather 
plays 'hide-and-seek' with the elements. The important step though is that the question has been related 



not just to language, but to text and semiotics, or in other words one has moved from objects to 

discourse. 
 

Peirceian 'interpretant' or Habermasian 'communication'?  

 
The headline "Texts and the objects of Mathematics" is a chapter in Ernest (1997) in which Ernest 
states that (...) the social constructivist view is that the discourse of mathematics creates a cultural 

domain within which the objects of mathematics are constitued by mathematical signs in use (Ernest 
1997:193)". There are good reasons for agreeing that the relationship between sign and discourse is 
related to their function (use), even in mathematics. Ernest sees two (inter-)related concerns: How can 
a positive aspect of Platonism, the ability of explaining the nature of mathematical objects, be kept 

without being captured by its (negative) ontology? And: What is the relationship between the objects 
of mathematics and texts? In his book Postmetaphysical Thinking Habermas in an article on Peirce 
and Communication, raises a similar basic question: 
 
What considerations could have induced Peirce to turn away from the intersubjective aspects of the 
sign process? I want to defend the thesis that the interpretant relation of the sign cannot be explained 
without recourse to the conditions for reaching an intersubjective agreement, however rudimentary 
these conditions may be (Habermas 1998/1988:92).  
 
In concluding, Habermas holds that the legacy of Platonism is in fact repeated in Peirce's work, even if 
Peirce obviously takes an anti-Platonist standpoint: 
 
Both allow communication, in which tendency to universialization asserts itself, to be seen from only 
one side: communication is not for the sake of reaching mutual understanding between ego and alter 
about something in the world; rather, interpretation only exists for the sake of representation and the 
ever more comprehensive representation of reality. This privileging of the sign's representative 
relation to the world above the sign's communicative relation to the interpreter causes the full-fledged 
interpreter to disappear behind the depersonalized interpretant (Habermas 1998/1988:109). 
 
In the first part of the article (p 92) Habermas points to the fact that the young Peirce actually worked 

with the idea of writing a book about the interplay and the dynamics of 'I', 'Thou', and 'It' as "Elements 
of thought" (intended book title).  However he did not stick to the idea. Habermas suggests that this is 
the closest Peirce comes to a communicative/inter-subjective understanding of semiotics, in spite the 

fact that Peirce also has meant that "all thoughts were addressed to a second person" (the so-called 
doctrine of Tuism) (Habermas 1998/1988:111, note 3). 
 
Accordingly, if we return to Ernest briefly, his thorough and quite convincing critique of absolutisms 

(Ernest 1997:1-38) may at the end of the day land on Peirceian semiotics as a main framework for 
social constructivism/mathematical education (1997b; see even Ernest 1998). He may end up like 



Peirce, stopping Platonism at the front door, but letting it in at the back. An other, triadic conception is 

suggested by Bühler (1934). 
 

 

Bühler's communicational triad 
 
Bühler proposes a communicational triad, what he called an organon model (Bühler 1934). The use of 

the Greek word 'organon' hints that language is seen as a means, not just as a system or as dyadic 
opposition between a signifier and a signified, as we find in Saussure's influential work (Saussure 
1916). Bühler's paradigmatic new pattern puts him in some sense partly in line with later scholars such 
as Wittgenstein, Austin, Searle and Halliday, all stressing language as use, in other words a functional 

view. 

           Objects and states of affairs 
           Representation 

            (SYMBOL) 
              
  Expression          Appeal 

  (SYMPTOM)       s       (SIGNAL) 
 
    sender      receiver 
 

 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Fig. 1. A simplified version of Bühler's organon model of language. For a fuller version, see Nöth 
(1990:186) and Bühler (1934:28). (S = sign.) 
 
According to Bühler there are three characteristic functions of language and of signs in general: 
representation, expression and appeal respectively related to objects, sender and receiver. Focusing 

gives each function a dominance. Hence the sign is a symbol when the representative function 
dominates, a symptom when expression dominates, and a signal when appeal dominates. All aspects are 
at work at the same time in any communication (Bühler, 1934:28; Nöth, 1990:185).  
 

Bühler's triad is the direct source and point of departure for Habermas. In a rather late article, Toward a 
Critique of the Theory of Meaning, Habermas underlines that a validity-theoretic interpretation of 
Bühler's functional scheme (..) leads to the assumption that with a speech act 'MP', S takes up relations 

simultaneously to something in the objective world, to something in the subjective world, and to 
something shared in a social world (Habermas 1998/1988:76, Habermas' own italics). Accepting such a 
(triadic) simultaneity is to take on a logic of three (a triadic thinking) and will provoke any traditional 



validity regime which builds on a dyadic/digital/dual thinking. I will return to this question at the end of 

the paper. 
 
'Translated' into more traditional terms Bühler's triad equals or parallels a traditional triad of form, 

content, and use, notions used about text in language textbook in Mother Tongue Education. Hence a 
sign, an utterance, a text, a genre, a discourse, a context, in short, any communication will have a 
structural (form), referential (content), and an addressive (use) aspect. These are always intertwined, 

mutual, parallel and simultaneous, which in practice means that meaning and real communication 
happens within  and by means of this dynamic triangle. Or in other words, the triadic mutuality 
functions as the definition of communication. They are 3, and not 2, 5, 7 or (n), because 3 is the lowest 
possible number of aspects necessary to define communication (as different from 'language'): Someone 

says (by form) something (content) to someone(use). The three are not categories, but dynamic aspects 
or 'vectors' signalling what is dominant, they create a semiotic 'universe' within which utterers must 
communicate, if they want to communicate . Knowledge of form, content, and use are resources taken 

from the embodied semiotic system that each communicator will bring to communication. (See further 
down on the relationship between utterance and genre.) 
 

 The model I have presented above does not allow for a simple either/or paradigm, but should rather 
be seen as a paradoxical conflict of both/and between dyads and triads, in other words, between 
(dyadic) language and (triadic) communication as phenomena. 
  

Thus I agree with Habermas that the dimension the intersubjective/society/you has to be brought into a 
triadic framework, not a dyadic, as psycho-socio or socio-cognitive (or being left out as in a Peirceian 
framework, making acts to thoughts). On the other hand poststructural approaches may be partly 

relevant when the literary aspect of a text dominates (see Habermas' last article, Philosophy and 
Science as Literature, Habermas, 1998/1988) or even in some cases of essentialistic  positionings in 
'hard science'. However in Mathematical Education I think the overall approach will benefit from a 

triadic framework. In other words when communication tends to be secondary, dyadic referential 
understanding may be valid. It is nevertheless hard to find any mental, human activity that does not 
have a communicational aspect: Not only is social life identical with communication, but all 
communication (and hence all genuine social life) is educative (Dewey 1916:5). 

 
The paradox that occurs when one brings together dyadic and triadic thinking, for instance trying to 
make Saussurean and Hallidayian grammar compatible, is confusing to many. Michael Bakhtin's 

configuration that the dialogues are neverending chains of communication on the one hand and the 
idea that utterances and genres in this process are triadic on the other, should not necessarilly be seen 
as an inconsistancy, but rather as a genuine Bakhtinian openness, irrespectively the fact that Bakhtin 



himself never addressed the logic of this dilemma/ trilemma explicitly. The key to understanding the 

(im-)balances is the thought-provoking principle of simultaneity (Habermas, 1998) of expressivity, 
referentiallity and adressivity utterances, and accordingly that aesthetics, epistemology and ethics are 
reciprocal (XXX, 2002a and 2002b). Hence dialogism could be seen as dynamics between the aspects 

and their endless sub-variations on the one hand and dynamics between the triadic utterance and the 
triadic genre on the other. 
 

Bakhtin and Habermas on triads and validities 
 
Bakhtin (1986) left the Saussurean sign for the semiotic, communicational utterance, which he 
conceptualized as a mixture of products and processes: 
 
- delimiting (from former utterances) 
- positioning (the utterance as such by...) 
 - expressing    (by which expressivity becomes a constitutive aspect) 
 - referring a semantic content  (by which referentiallity becomes a constitutive aspect) 
 - addressing    (by which addressivity becomes a constitutive aspect) 
- finalising (the utterance as a whole by...) 
 - finalising forms             (by which form as aspect contributes to wholeness) 
 - semantic exhausting     (by which content as aspect contributes to wholeness) 
 - ending speech will   (by which intention as aspect contributes to wholeness) 
 

It should be underlined that the three steps delimiting, positioning and finalising are not  forming a 
triad. They are just sequences in a process. Expressing, referring and addressing however are; they are 
parallel, unseparable, reciprocal, simultaneous processes. For validating the implications are: 
 
There is no aesthetic  ought, scientific  ought, and   -  beside them  -  an ethical ought; there is only that 
which is aesthetically , theoretically , socially valid , and these validities may be joined by the ought, for 
which all of them are instrumental. These positings gain their validity within an aesthetic , a scientific , 
or a sociological unity: the ought gains its validity within the unity of my once-current answerable life 
(Bakhtin, 1993:5, my underlining). 
 
This thinking needs to be related to a larger framework. Habermas (1984) holds a triadic view on 
communication, lifeworld, and validity that will have paradigmatic implications. He sees utterances as 
related to three integrated worlds, to the objective worlds, about which there can be made true 

statements, to the social worlds which consist of all interpersonal relations and to the subjective worlds 
which are all experiences to which each communicator has priv ileged access (Habermas 1984:100). 
All these aspects and their relations will inevitably be triadic: 
 
Thus, to the different structural components of the lifeworld (culture, society, personality) 
there correspond reproduction processes (cultural reproduction, social integration, 
socialization) based on different aspects of communicative action (understanding, 
coordination, sociation), which are rooted in the structural components of speech acts 
(propositional, illocutionary, expressive). These structural correspondences permit 



communicative action to perform its different functions and serve as a suitable medium for the 
symbolic reproduction of the lifeworld (Habermas 1984:xxv/McCarthy (Translator's 
introduction).   
 
Habermas has claimed that among other the following triads are related to each other (horisontally and 

vertically) in a systemic way: 
 
Aspect of lifeworld   inner nature  outer nature  society 
Form of appearance  
for reality relations  subjectivity  objectivity  normativity 
Speech acts   expressive   propositional   illocutionary 
General functions   experiences  matters   relations 
Mode    expressive  cognitive   interactive   
Speech act   representative  constative  regulative 
Theme    utterer's intention propositional content interpersonal relation 
Validity claim   truthfullness/veracity truth   fairness, usefulness 
Components of  the lifeworld  personality   culture   society 
Reproduction processes  socialization   cultural reproduction  social integration  
Communicative action   sociation   understanding   coordination  
___________________________________________________ 
Fig.2. Communicational  triads according to Habermas (1984). 
 
Validity of symptoms can bee understood as to which degree the expressed is in accordance with the 

utterer's inner emotions and intentions, in other words the (estimated) quality of subjectivity. Further 
validity of 'symbols' can be seen as to which degree the phemonena referred to is true or false, in other 
words the degree of 'objectivity'. Finally the validity of 'signals' can be interpreted as to which degree 
the utterance is pragmatically sound, that is right or wrong (as action) for more than the utterer, in 

other words the quality of normativity (or intersubjectivity). Again: the main point is that none of 
these three extreems can occur as categories; utterances are placed inbetween, that is within the triadic 
communicational space, and so are validities.  

 
What differentiate science and cultural studies is that science strives towards statements or 
propositions that can be treated within a true-false regime of validity. This is done by special 

techniques/methods to get rid of or to downsize the impact of troublesome contexts or inadequate, 
environmental impacts or disturbances from/by the observer. In the cultural domain the tension 
between the three aspects often makes a one-dimensional validity of this kind rather inadequate. 
Hermeneutics has to take all the main aspects and their validities into consideration. If we for instance 

relate this to the field of didaktics, didaktics can never isolate itself to a purely scientific regime of 
validities. The subjectivity of the person (both the learner and the teacher) has to be balanced with, not 
only the traditional validity of 'objectivity', but even with the 'pragmatic' validity of acting 

(normativity/intersubjectivity).  
 
Positioning(s) 



 

There are several implications of the ideas presented above: Firstly, the concepts/aspects are 
related systemically, that is system-like, but not closed. Secondly, the framework is relational, 
that is, all concepts/aspects are related. Thirdly, and accordingly, the aspects are aspects, not 

categories. Hence one needs a specific focus to do research, that can relate figure, ground and basis for 
perspective within the framework. Positioning is a concept that is coined to achieve this combination. 
 

Positioning(s) is a process (and a product) in which sign-users locate themselves, the world  
and others semiotically in utterances. The processes and the products are framed by the 
impact of embodied meaning resources, by genres. Uttering then has, in principle, in order to 
function as communication, constantly to use and to move between structuring form, 

expressing the uttering self, referring the world and addressing others. Hence in the processes 
a self, a world and a society is established as fully and intricately integrated. 
 

If we focus, and our interest is language, the focused object can be figured as text. What is not looked 
at, but immediately connected to it, is the background for the focused figure. This is the context. The 
context varies from immediate to distanced and quite a few concepts and metaphors are used to 

characterize and to differentiate aspects or kinds of context, such as co-text, cultural context, register, 
genre. A way to avoid or ommit a negative discussion of terms is simply to talk about micro and 
macro, where the micro level represents the focused object, the figure and where the macro level 
represents the co-working background. 

 
A main reason why these two levels or aspects have to be seen in explicit connection is that meaning 
is not only developed exclusively within a text or utterance, but is a product of an interplay of what is 

explicitly said and implicitly unsaid. Hence genre help its users by reducing what needs to be in a text. 
The tacit expectations in the genre that help utterers to say more than they actually do, can be seen as 
ideologies, as hidden, but functional values and resources for communication. Hence for instance, the 

sense in doing mathematics is not explained every time there is a new topic or task. Thus within a 
professional community or in a textbook this sense can easily be under-communicated. 
 
Although a reporter, an observer, an inspector or a researcher does not follow some kind of ideal 

expected receiver role, or originally is perceived of as an addressee by the sender/utterer, his or her 
position is nevertheless a receiver' s in the sense that the utterance is primarily related to, even by 
observers, as meaning (or symbol in Bühler's term). Given a triadic view on communication (text-

context) it is therefore no sense, within such a model, in giving the researcher a protected position 
outside this communication. In other words, research or observation is just another genre focusing or 
giving priority to utterance as 'world' or as an object from the 'world'. 



 
 
 

Questions  
 
1. How do we exerpt and validate which kind of objects we are researching? (I as eye make words of 
worlds, acts of facts and signs of science or vice versa?) What are the blinds spots and with which 
concepts do we make the kept and the left compatible? 
 

2. When or if we know, what kind of results, insights, understandings, educational 'wisdom' can 
accordingly be really be recycled back to the educational system and how? 
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